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Topic: Dynamic table of content (1 of 13), Read 893 times, 1 File Attachment
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: lsxcolonna xcolonna@zygo.com
Date: Monday, February 10, 2003 10:34 AM

I have tried to use hyperlinks in the past to navigate long documents but as documents grow it
becomes more and more painful to generate the multiple links to jump from one region of
interest to another.

Here is a possible alternative: The attached document shows how to use region tags and
scriptable components to create a dynamic document table of content (TOC) for the entire
document.

Each time we want a region to show up in the TOC we just need to set its Tag property. Tags can
be filtered to identify plots, sections, etc.

Note that I'm using a regular hyperlink to jump back to the TOC. This could of course be
accomplished using a scriptable button.

Xavier

DYNAMIC TOC 2001I.MCD (28KB)
Mathcad 2001i
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (2 of 13), Read 674 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: rijackson richard.jackson@nirrir.com
Date: Monday, February 10, 2003 05:19 PM

Very slick example. A useful one too. Now I can spend days going back through old worksheets
and putting in tables of contents ;-)

Richard
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (3 of 13), Read 672 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: marc_r mrh@fabricom.be
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 10:42 AM

Xavier,
your dynamic TOC is very useful.
Many thanks.
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (4 of 13), Read 693 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: jmG jmgiraud@infoteck.dr.qc.ca
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 01:40 PM

Lovely TOC.
In my case, ... not capable of writing
items in the list box. Well I hate scripting
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the scriptable objects.
I must see an example, step by step.
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (5 of 13), Read 723 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: lsxcolonna xcolonna@zygo.com
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2003 01:51 PM

The way you add or remove items from the list box is by setting or clearing the Tag property
(right-click, properties) of objects (regions, plots, text regions,...). Then refresh the list and
hopefully the new objects show up in the listbox.

Xavier
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (6 of 13), Read 773 times, 1 File Attachment
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: Deleted User
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2003 10:25 AM

Nifty! Have you ever tried to use the Web Templates feature to make an external TOC for a Web
site? Perhaps not as "automagic" as this, but addresses a similar need. The attached .zip is also
available from the downloads section on mathcad.com.

Note, you'll need to understand a little Javascript to be able to see how these work.

SCRIPTED COMPANY TEMPLATE.ZIP (37KB)
Mathcad HTML templates with scripts
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (7 of 13), Read 529 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: travlmo tmooney1@adelphia.net
Date: Friday, May 06, 2005 04:18 PM

Dear Xavier,

I really appreciate the time and effort that you and others put into the forums. I noticed the
following in your script:

For each rg in Worksheet.Regions
If rg.Tag <> "" Then
ListBox.AddString( rg.Tag & " -> " & RegionType( rg.Type ) )
End If
Next

.Type is not a documented property (in MCAD 11 guides). Tag, X, and Y are the only documented
properties that I could find. Am I correct? The reason I ask is that I am interested in opening
"generic" OLE objects from MCAD. MCAD is aware of the OLE component, can I get a "pointer" to
the OLE object from MCADs automation or scripting interface? In short, are there other
undocumented (or documented) methods or properties that would allow me to locate all the OLE
objects in an MCAD doc and open them or access their automation interface.

Thanks for your help.

Sincerely,
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Travis Mooney
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (8 of 13), Read 590 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: rijackson richard.jackson@nirrir.com
Date: Friday, May 06, 2005 05:13 PM

On 5/6/2005 4:18:34 PM, travlmo wrote:

>.Type is not a documented
>property (in MCAD 11 guides).
>Tag, X, and Y are the only
>documented properties that I
>could find. Am I correct?

Yes. See this thread for other undocumented properties:

http://collab.mathsoft.com/read?40044,12

>The reason I ask is that I am
>interested in opening
>"generic" OLE objects from
>MCAD. MCAD is aware of the
>OLE component, can I get a
>"pointer" to the OLE object
>from MCADs automation or
>scripting interface?

You can crete an instance of any COM object using the VBscript command CreateObject.

> In
>short, are there other
>undocumented (or documented)
>methods or properties that
>would allow me to locate all
>the OLE objects in an MCAD doc

If you have Excel, go into the VB editor. Then go to "tools", "references". This shows you most of
what is available on your system. Check any you are interested in, for example "Mathcad
Automation 1.0 Type Library". You can look at the properties and methods of any referenced
object by going to "view", "object browser".

If you have a specific need for an object, look for free (or even not free!) ActiveX controls on
the web. There are very many of them available. Some of these can be called using
CreateObject, others can be inserted directly into the worksheet as scripted components.

Richard
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (9 of 13), Read 562 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: lsxcolonna xcolonna@zygo.com
Date: Friday, May 06, 2005 05:21 PM

Travis,
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I think Richard covered all the bases there.

Xavier
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (10 of 13), Read 242 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: baxterp preston.baxter@ch2m.com
Date: Friday, April 17, 2009 05:17 PM

I've been using this script in my documents for a long time now. Today I found that tagged
regions within closed areas are not read by the script. Not sure if that's new to v14 M030, or if I
just haven't noticed this behavior all along.

Just thought I'd share this word of caution.

Thanks,
Preston
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (11 of 13), Read 247 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: Tom_Gutman tom_gutman@earthlink.net
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2009 12:57 AM

Nothing new. It's always been that way. I've complained to Mathsoft (now PTC), but have no
idea if they noticed.
__________________
        Tom Gutman
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (12 of 13), Read 257 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: philipoakley philipoakley@iee.org
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2009 09:37 AM

Its proably because they confuse the two types of "locking".

1. is "lock but can open (and copy)"
2. is "locked and sealed (can't open)"

The tags should be invisible for 2. but visible for 1.

Type 1. is used in design manuals, where the source is configuration managed, but you do want
folk to copy stuff.

The distinction has long been a confusion.

Philip Oakley
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Topic: Dynamic table of content (13 of 13), Read 278 times
Conf: Programming in Mathcad
From: MonaZ mzeftel@ptc.com
Date: Monday, April 20, 2009 06:09 PM
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I just logged this issue.

Mona

Post New Topic | Reply to: "Dynamic table of content"
Stop Watching this Topic
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